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Cat-Nr: FSM6-7

Fightplace Special Moments 6-7

Artikel info:-

This is the sequel of our popular special series with Dave,
Phil, Andy, Mayo and Pierre. Dave compete against the older
Andy. Both wear tight sprinter shorts. In our Berlin studio both
are showing a hot and energetic fight in submission style.
Dave, already known from &quot;Dave vs. Babyface&quot;
loves the nude fight and soon both are grappling naked. After
some rounds of sweaty fighting Phil interfers. If you have seen
Phil in &#39;Mc Wrestler&#39; you will know that he is one of
our strongest and best fighters. Nobody is able to hold a
candle to him and he proves this once again by fighting with
Dave. Althoug Dave is as a akrobat and professionel gymnast
a very good fighter he has no chance against Phil and has to
suffer. But at the end there is a friendly finish with
shake-hands of the oppenents. The end of the film is much
more softly then the beginning. Althoug Mayo and Pierre
enjoy their rip-and-strip-fight and show some ambitions, they
are much more interested in feeling the body of the opponent
during the match. 

Play length approx: 63 min.
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Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Fightplace Special Moments 6-7 :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Tuesday 19 July, 2011
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